4 chromatids that fuse during G2 in telomerase-deficient backgrounds. However, once an end-toend fusion has been formed between the X chromosome and an autosome, it can be transmitted stably, as the chromosome fusion will be replicated as a single chromosome during S phase and will then orient towards a single spindle pole during mitosis, due to the holocentric nature of C. elegans chromosomes (Fig. S3 ) (5-6).
In several instances, mechanism is inferred based on sequence and copy number analysis of duplications that seal fused chromosome ends. For ypT50 and ypT29, we infer that the homology-based DNA repair process called SDSA can lead to inverted duplications that might be consistent with BFB . For ypT27 and eT6, their telomere recombination events infer that an SDSA-like process may have initiated these interrupted duplications, which then lead to changes in copy number on either side of the initial strand invasion events, possibly via promiscuous DNA synthesis . Further evidence that promiscuous DNA synthesis may occur is revealed by duplications interrupted by one, three, four or more copy number tracts of DNA (Fig. 1B-C ).
We close with a segment on genomic shards, which occurred at some fusion breakpoints. While the contemporary genome analysis literature refers to such structures as 'genomic shards' or 'junctional sequences' at borders of genome rearrangements (7-8), similar structures have been observed in rearrangements 'created' by the promiscuous replication models of FoSTeS/mmBIR (3, [9] [10] [11] [12] , suggesting that these four terms may collectively define a common or related genome duplication process.
In a number of cases, sequencing information partially revealed how duplications at fusion breakpoints are structured. This information was incorporated into cartoon models depicting the solved portion of these fusion breakpoints, and dashed lines are used to indicate segments of DNA where copy number changes occurred as assessed by CGH but structural information is lacking.
Two of the complex fusions were completely solved (ypT50 and ypT46). One of the complex fusions was not solved completely due to difficulty in sequencing segments present in three copies near fusion breakpoint (ypT23). Three of the complex fusions were solved, but for predicted palindromes which were refractory to PCR (ypT49, ypT29 and ypT43). For two fusions, the breakpoints involving the X chromosome were solved, but the breakpoints involving the autosome were refractory to PCR (ypT27 and eT6). Finally, for three fusions, breakpoints 5 were not completely solved for either chromosome end (ypT21, ypT35, ypT37) . Specific rationale regarding the relationship between structures and duplication mechanisms the former fusion breakpoints is presented below.
ypT50 was mediated by a telomere recombination event, which is inconsistent with BFBmediated duplication (Figs. 2A and S7) . ypT46 has a duplication interrupted by a nonduplicated segment and an interstitial deletion, features inconsistent with BFB generated duplication (Fig.   3B ). Although ypT23 was not solved completely, many of the borders were sequenced, included the X-autosome border. ypT23 had an interrupted duplication and the five segments of genomic DNA that sealed the breakpoint were consistent with DNA synthesis based duplication (Fig. 3A) .
The data are inconsistent with BFB. ypT49 has duplication of X interrupted by a nonduplicated segment and a triplication and segments consistent with DNA synthesis from both fused chromosomes sealed the fusion (Fig. S13 ). The structure is inconsistent with BFB. ypT43 has one duplication that is uninterrupted, and its structure is consistent with BFB ( Fig. S5 ). ypT27 has many duplications involved the X chromosome, and all of these borders are sequenced and one exhibits telomere recombination (Fig. 2C and S8) . Just the X-V border unsolved and V does not carry duplication. Overall, this structure is not consistent with BFB, despite being only partially solved. As eT6 shows evidence for template switching on either side of the X-IV border, this fusion was created in part by a replication-based process (Fig. 2D ). The eT6 amplification events at IVL could also be replication-based, but a role for BFB cannot be excluded. Although ypT21 has a CGH profile containing interrupted duplications at both fused chromosome ends (Figs. 1B and S4A), we lack sequence-based evidence to support a replication-based origin of the duplications. For ypT35 and ypT37, duplication is not apparent, but the fusion is complex based on the orientation of the segment of the X that is fused to chromosome II, for both fusions (Figs. 2E and S9) . These structures are inconsistent with BFB.
For ypT29 (XR-IL), two duplications spanning the terminal 27 kb of IL were present at either two or four times wildtype copy number (Fig. 2B ). This architecture points to two consecutive sister chromatid fusion and breakage events at IL to generate two sets of inverted duplications, prior to fusion with XR. However, the most distal region of chromosome I was present at single copy number and flanked a segment present at four copies, a configuration that is inconsistent with the BFB model.
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Terminal duplications that seal end-to-end fusions 5 fusions exhibited no duplications and had terminal deletions at both fused ends: all of these fusions were direct. 3 fusions exhibited no duplications, were intact at one fused end, and deleted at the other fused end. These fusions appear to be complex based on sequence data for two (ypT35 and ypT37) (Figs. 2E and S9) and based on being refractory to PCR (ypT30) ( Table   S5 ). One fusion exhibited no duplications and had both fused ends intact, but was refractory to 5 attempts to amplify it fusion breakpoint (ypT36) ( Table S5 ). For the remaining fusions described below, one or both chromosome ends exhibited duplications. For 17 fusions, only one end shows a duplication while the fused chromosome end is either deleted (12 fusions) or intact (5 fusions).
Nine of these 17 fusions have breakpoints that are inconsistent with BFB, including ypT40, which is a tandem rather than inverted duplication of IR, based on sequence analysis of one breakpoint (XR-IR), though we were unable to amplify an IR-IR breakpoint to confirm this.
The remaining 12 fusions possess duplications at both fused chromosome ends and could potentially be BFB/BFB (n=2), FoSTeS/FoSTeS (n=4), or BFB/FoSTeS hybrids (n=6) based on CGH analysis. The BFB/BFB fusions are ypT34 and ypT33. The FoSTes/FoSTes fusions are ypT46, ypT18, ypT49, ypT21 and ypT29. ypT29 is in the hybrid category based on CGH alone, but the end that could be BFB contained a telomere/ITS homology-driven recombination event based on sequencing (Fig. 2B ). Five additional fusions may be hybrid based on CGH and/or sequencing: ypT23, ypT17, ypT24, ypT48 and ypT25.
DNA ligase IV is not essential to generate complex end-to-end chromosome fusions
Canonical NHEJ (C-NHEJ) requires several core factors including the Ku heterodimer, which helps to align and bridge broken DNA ends, and DNA ligase IV, which performs the final step of end-joining. In the absence of Ku or DNA ligase IV, microhomology-mediated endjoining (MMEJ) can repair double-strand breaks (DSBs) through an error-prone mechanism that typically involves resection of DNA to a site of homology prior to end-joining (13). C-NHEJ breakpoints can display microhomology of 0 to 6 nucleotides or insertions of 1 to 4 nucleotides, 7 whereas MMEJ breakpoints typically display microhomology of 8 bp and small insertions (13).
To test the role of C-NHEJ in mediating end-to-end fusions using our uniquely powerful system, we isolated stable end-to-end fusions from trt-1 telomerase reverse transcriptase mutants (n=14) or trt-1;lig-4 double mutants that were deficient for DNA ligase IV, the ATP-dependent ligase required for C-NHEJ in C. elegans (n=19). In agreement with studies in yeast, Arabidopsis and mouse, deficiency for DNA ligase IV does not preclude end-to-end fusion in the context of telomerase deficiency (14-17). Two direct fusions isolated from trt-1 lacked microhomology, as expected for C-NHEJ (Table S6 ). For three direct fusions isolated from trt-1;lig-4, two exhibited microhomology of 3 bp and 4 bp, whereas one lacked microhomology (1). To address the role of DNA ligase IV in promoting complex fusions, 23 DNA repair events were sequenced for ten complex fusion strains isolated from either trt-1 or trt-1;lig-4 mutant strains. For complex fusion strains isolated from trt-1 mutants, 3/11 breakpoints lacked microhomology and 6/11 exhibited microhomology or insertion of 1 or 2 bp (Table S6 ). For complex fusion strains isolated from trt-1;lig-4 double mutants, 9/12 breakpoints exhibited microhomology or insertion of 1 to 6 bp, whereas one breakpoint lacked microhomology (Table S6 ). For the DNA ligase IV-independent repair event in ypT46 that lacked microhomology, two segments of DNA that occur within a 1 kb interval in the wild type genome were joined. The lack of homology at this DNA repair event suggests classical end-joining. However, it occurred in the absence of DNA ligase IV, and was created by a repair pathway that seals fusion breakpoints with genomic shards.
Minimal telomere length
Based on the amount of perfect telomere sequence remaining for four telomere recombination events, the minimum functional telomere length is greater than 29.5 telomere repeats, or 177 bp, consistent with a report that minimal telomere length in C. elegans ranges from 25 repeats to <83 repeats, based on single telomere length analysis of telomerase-deficient strains (18). Minimal telomere lengths observed in yeast, Arabidopsis and humans were ~50 bp, 260 bp, and from 3 to nine repeats, respectively (16, (19) (20) , although variable amounts of telomere variant repeats at human chromosome ends may confound measures of minimal functional telomere length (21-23).
Additional homology-or locus-driven repair events can promote end-to-end fusion
The wild type C. elegans genome has 5 kb inverted repeats at XL with a 9.8 kb spacer that is repetitive with sites on three other chromosomes. One XL inverted repeat overlaps the telomere by four nucleotides. Sequence analysis of inverse PCR products revealed that the complex fusions ypT35 and ypT37 (each XL-IIL) both have fusion breakpoints at sites within 2 kb of the internal XL inverted repeat. For ypT35 and ypT37, fusion occurred between a site 20.9 or 22.0 kb from the XL telomere and a site 2.5 kb or 0.5 from the telomere of IIL, respectively (Figs. 2E and S9) . The inverted repeat was present at wild type copy number in ypT35 and ypT37. Adjacent to the internal XL inverted repeat, small duplications were present, which were covered by only one or two probes for ypT35 and ypT37. Coupled with sequence analysis demonstrating the that small duplications are connected to the fusion breakpoint, we conclude that, for ypT35 and ypT37, 0.8 and 1.9 kb tracts of DNA adjacent to the internal inverted repeat at XL, respectively, were added to XL terminus prior to end-joining with IIL. Since the 5 kb inverted repeats are almost 100% identical, it is likely that SDSA-mediated recombination of the terminal repeat with the internal repeat as a template led to copying of small segments of adjacent non-repeat DNA, prior to end-joining with IIL. Thus, duplications of small segments of unique sequence DNA can reveal HR events involving repetitive genomic elements.
CGH data revealed rearrangement events in positions similar to those of ypT35 and ypT37 for five additional XL fusions, immediately to the right of the internal copy of the internal copy of XL 5 kb terminal inverted repeat (Figs. S10-S12). Three fusions, ypT17, ypT33, and ypT36, carried either duplication, quadruplication, or deletion, respectively, of the entire terminal 23 to 24 kb of XL (Fig. S10A-C) . Strikingly, the transition point is the same for each of these three fusions, within the limits of resolution of the microarray, for all three fusions. Two XL fusions, ypT20 and ypT34, each have copy number transitions within 400 or 800 bp, respectively, of the breakpoints for ypT17, ypT33, and ypT36. ypT20 has duplication of less than 1 kb, while ypT34 has multiple copy number changes at one, two, or four times wild type copy number spanning the terminal 23 kb of XL ( Fig. S10D-E) . The proximity of these breakpoints suggests that the long inverted repeat at XL could be promoting the same type of looping and recombination that occurred at interstitial telomeric sequence tracts (described above), which 9 represent another recurrent breakpoint structure. Thus, a recurrent homologous recombination event at the inverted repeat located at XL may elicit a variety of rearrangement outcomes.
The fusion breakpoints for ypT13 and eT5 occurred within the same 9 kb genomic interval composed of dense DNA repeat tracts, ~291 kb from the XL telomere. Thus, their breakpoints were the same within the limits of resolution of the microarray. This 9 kb interval in the C. elegans genome is atypical as it is a frequent target for transgene-mediated insertion by the Drosophila DNA transposon MosI (Figs. S11-S12) (24) and contains long segments of tandem and inverted repeat sequences (25). Thus, this interval may correspond to a fragile site that occasionally promotes healing of XL-associated telomere instability via non-allelic homologous recombination, mediated by repeats that are abundant in the C. elegans genome.
Combining the fusions displaying telomere recombination and XL fusions whose similar breakpoints suggest that analogous processes may have generated copy number changes for these end-to-end fusions, homology driven repair events may have promoted 11/38 (29%) end-to-end fusions that occur as a consequence of telomere attrition. Consistent results have been reported in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where CGH data revealed that amplified regions of gross chromosomal rearrangements derived from telomerase-deficient strains are bounded by repeat sequences (26). This study also demonstrated that telomerase-deficient strains display a reduced frequency of dicentric chromosomes when homologous recombination pathways are perturbed (26).
Details concerning duplications with genomic shards
ypT46 (XR-VL) carried a 43.1 kb terminal deletion accompanied by a 4.2 kb duplication of the new terminal segment of XR, while VL carried a 1.7 kb terminal deletion and no duplication (Fig. 3B ). The parent X chromosome fused to a 250 bp single copy number segment of XR (Fig. 3B , segment 1). The single copy segment fused to 4.2 kb sequence duplicated from XR ( Fig. 3B , segment 2). Finally, the duplicated segment of XR fused to chromosome V. Thus, ypT46 was sealed by two genomic shards. Both shards were inverted with respect to the parent X chromosome ( Fig. 3B-3C ). The fusion event generated an 823 bp interstitial deletion between the parent X and segment 1, which was apparent by both CGH and sequence analyses (Fig. 3B) . A product of sister chromatid fusion by classical end-joining should have retained the intervening sequences between the parent chromosome and segment 1.
ypT49 (XR-VR) carried a 1.7 kb terminal deletion accompanied by an 18.7 kb duplication of the new terminal segment of XR (segment 2), while VR carried a 2.8 kb terminal deletion and no apparent duplication (Fig. S13 ). ypT49 was sealed by two genomic shards. A 151 bp long shard originated from a site within the XR duplication (Fig. S13 , segment 1) and the second 131 bp long shard originated 14 kb from the VR telomere (Fig. S13, segment 3 ). Both were in normal orientation with respect to the parental chromosomes, which is inconsistent with end-joining and breakage of sister chromatids.
The ypT23 (XR-IIL) breakpoint was amenable to PCR, but was not a direct fusion, as it carried a 410 bp inversion at the fusion breakpoint (1). CGH suggested that one of the primers used to amplify the fusion breakpoint targeted an XR region duplicated in ypT23. Single copy number primers revealed duplication of XR, but not IIL. The parent X chromosome fused to a 60 bp segment of XR (Fig. 3A , segment 1), with a 49 bp interstitial deletion and microhomology of For ypT21 (XR-IVR), inverse PCR recovered a junction between the XR chromosome terminus and a site 2 Mb from the IVR telomere (Fig. S5A ). The fusion occurred within a 5.3 kb inverted repeat that is normally present in the wild type genome. Long inverted repeats promote deletions and intrachromosomal recombination in yeast and mammalian cells (27) (28) (29) , and may also have promoted formation of the direct fusion ypT44 (XR-IIR), which occurred 81 bp from a 4.2 kb inverted repeat (1). The orientation of the ypT21 inverted repeat sequence at IVR was unclear based on PCR targeting a unique spacer between the inverted repeats. However, given that 2 MB of IVR to the right of this repeat is duplicated, we infer that the copy facing the telomere seals IVL to XR. CGH analysis of ypT21 revealed duplication of terminal 2 Mb of IVR, interrupted such that the terminus of IVR consisted of one copy of a 1.2 kb segment, two copies of a 1.5 kb segment, one copy of a 41.7 kb segment, three copies of a 4.1 kb segment, and finally two copies of a 2.0 megabases segment. The relative locations of the non-duplicated sequences and the triplicated sequences are not expected for a product of NHEJ of sister chromatids and breakage, and likely resulted from an uncapped IVR telomere that initiated promiscuous replication near the telomere, followed by precise duplication of the adjacent 2 megabases, termination of replication at the inverted repeat, and resolution of the duplication by end-joining with XR.
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MRL and SA analyzed microarray data and designed and performed genetic and molecular biology experiments. MRL and SA wrote the manuscript, which was edited by SF and DM. Figure S1 . Copy number changes occur at most fusion breakpoints. View of copy number changes in the terminal 3 megabases of fused chromosome ends for 38 X-autosome fusions. Normalized log2 ratios of fluorescence intensities (fusion/wild type) are plotted as open circles at the first base of each 50-mer probe. When log2(fusion/wild type) has an amplitude of 0 (middle tick mark on each plot), the region represented by a probe is present at wildtype copy number in the fusion strain genome. Amplitude of 1 (top tick mark on each plot) or greater indicates duplication in the fusion strain, whereas of -1 (bottom tick mark on each plot) or less indicates a deletion. Strong peaks are clusters of adjacent oligonucleotides with altered copy number. Lone circles represent outlier probes. Chromosomes are color-coded so that the X chromosome and autosomes I through V are red, blue, green, violet, pink, and orange, respectively. The fusions are annotated to convey whether both, one, or neither chromosome end carries a duplication. Figure S11 . Broad view of recurrent breakpoint ~300 kb from XL telomere. CGH of ypT13 and eT5 exhibited copy number transitions within the same 9 kb genomic interval, which is shown at high resolution in Fig. S12 . Figure S12 . Recurrent breakpoint ~300 kb from XL telomere. CGH of ypT13 and eT5 exhibited copy number transitions within the same 9 kb genomic interval. This site is a frequent target of insertion for DNA transposon MosI. The XL telomere is not shown, but is to the left of the region displayed. A broader view of XL is shown in Fig. S11 . The fusion strains and the chromosome ends that are involved in the end-to-end chromosome fusion are listed. For each fused chromosome, the size of the region affected by insertion or deletion is indicated. The size includes all changes, so if multiple changes occurred at one chromosome end, the size refers the span in which all of the changes occurred. If the size is zero, then that chromosome end is had no deletion or insertion. Changes are listed starting from the fused chromosome end, where abbreviations describing each type of change are separated by commas. The abbreviations used are ∆ for deletion, 1x for wild-type copy number, 2x for duplication, 3x for triplication, 4x for quadruplication, and >4x for a copy number greater than four times wild-type levels. † : the 1x region is covered by one probe in an area that was masked due to being highly repetitive. 
